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Mining Semi-Strutured Data by PathExpressionsKatsuaki Taniguhiy, Hiroshi Sakamotoy, Hiroki Arimuray�,Shinih Shimozonoz and Setsuo ArikawayyDepartment of Informatis, Kyushu UniversityFukuoka 812-8581, Japanfk-tani, hiroshi, arim, arikawag�i.kyushu-u.a.jp�PRESTO, Japan Siene Tehnology Co., JapanzDepartment of Arti�ial Intelligene, Kyushu Institute of TehnologyIizuka 820-8502, Japansin�ai.kyuteh.a.jpAbstratA new data model for �ltering semi-strutured texts is presented.Given positive and negative examples of HTML pages labeled by a la-belling funtion, the HTML pages are divided into a set of paths usingthe XML parser. A path is a sequene of element nodes and text nodessuh that a text node appears in only the tail of the path. The labels ofan element node and a text node are alled a tag and a text, respetively.The goal of a mining algorithm is to �nd an interesting pattern, alledassoiation path, whih is a pair of a tag-sequene t and a word-sequenew represented by the word-assoiation pattern [1℄. An assoiation path(t; w) agrees with a labelling funtion on a path p if t is a subsequene ofthe tag-sequene of p and w mathes with the text of p i� p is in a pos-itive example. The importane of suh an assoiate path � is measuredby the agreement of a labelling funtion on given data, i.e., the numberof paths on whih � agrees with the labelling funtion. We present amining algorithm for this problem and show the eÆieny of this modelby experiments.Correspondene:Dr. Hiroshi SakamotoDepartment of Informatis, Kyushu Univ.hiroshi�i.kyushu-u.a.jpphone: +81-92-642-2693, fax: +81-92-642-26981



1 IntrodutionIn the information extration, it is one of the entral problems in Web miningto detet the ourrenes or the regions of useful texts. In ase of the Web data,this problem is partiularly diÆult beause we an not represent a rih logialstruture by the limited tags of the HTML. The framework of wrapper indutionintrodued by Kushmerik [13℄ is a new approah to handle this diÆulty. Themost interesting result of his study is to show the e�etiveness and eÆienyof simple wrappers with string delimiters in the information extration tasks.Together with his work, we an �nd other extrating models, for example, in [8,9, 10, 11, 15, 17℄.The target lass, alled HTML pages, of the wrapper indution model isrestrited suh that a page is de�ned by a �nite repetition of a sequene ofattributes. The attributes are the data whih an algorithm has to extrat. Ina learning model, a learning algorithm takes an input of labeled examples suhthat the labels indiate whether they are positive data or negative data. Thestrategy is useful to learn a onept for the wrapper lass.However, in ase that a onept lass is hard to learn by a small number ofexamples, the model may not be e�etive. This diÆulty is ritial in the pointof implementation sine the labelling examples are atually made by humaninspetion. Thus, we would like to present a mining model to deide whihpotion of a given data is important and an automati proess to onstrut alarge labelling sample.The aim of this paper is to �nd rules for �ltering semi-strutured textsaording to users interests. An HTML/XML �le an be onsidered as anordered labeled tree. We assume that eah node is either an element node anda text node. Eah node has two types of labels alled the name and value. Anelement node orresponds to a tag. The name of the node is the tag namelike <HTML>, <br>, and <a>, and the value of the node is empty. A text nodeorresponds to a potion of a plain text in an HTML and the name is the reservedstring ℄T ext, respetively. The value of a text node is the text.A �ltering rule is a sequene s = h�1; : : : ; �k; �i, where �i is a tag name, �is a word-assoiation pattern [1℄ whih is a string onsisting of several words andthe wild ard �. A word-assoiation pattern mathes with a string if there is apossible substitution for all �. Given the s and a semi-strutured text, using anXML parser, we an easily onstrut the tree struture and deompose the treeinto the set P of paths. Eah path ontains at most one text node in the tail.The semantis of the �ltering rule s for P is de�ned as follows. For eah p 2 P ,s mathes with p if �1; : : : ; �k is a subsequene of the sequene of tag namesof p and the tail of p is a text node suh that � mathes with the value of thenode.Suh a �ltering rule is onsidered as a simple deision tree to extrat textsfrom paths in HTML trees. Eah �i represents a test on a node. Unless thetest is failed, we ontinue the test to the next test �i+1. Finally, the value ofthe text node is extrated aording to the pattern �. In other words, this ruleis a pair of tag patterns and assoiation patterns h�; �i, where a tag pattern is a2



sequene � = (�1; : : : ; �k) of tag names suh that these tags frequently appearin positive examples together with the assoiation pattern. Suh a �ltering ruleis alled an assoiation path in this paper. We an use this notion for a measureto deide the importane of keyword in a text. We show the eÆieny of theassoiation paths by experiments.This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we de�ne the data modelfor HTML pages, HTML trees, and path expressions. In Setion 3, we reviewthe de�nition of the word-assoiation pattern in [1℄ and formulate the miningproblem, alled Assoiation Path problem, of this paper. Next we desribea mining algorithm whih �nds an assoiation path for given a large olletionof HTML texts. In Setion 4, we show several experimental results. In the �rstexperiment, the set of positive examples is a olletion of HTML texts ontain-ing a keyword \TSP" and the set of negatives is that ontaining \NP". Thesekeywords mean the travelling sealsman problem and NP-optimization problemon the omputational omplexity theory, respetively. The aim is to �nd anassoiation path to haraterize the notion TSP omparing to NP. In this ex-periment, the algorithm found some interesting assoiation paths. For the nextexperiment, we hoose the keyword \DNA" for positive examples. Comparedto the �rst result, the algorithm found few interesting paths. In Setion 5, weonlude this study.2 The Data ModelIn this setion, we introdue the data model onsidered in this paper. First, webegin with the notations used in this paper. IN denotes the set of all nonnegativeintegers. An alphabet � is a set of �nite symbols. A �nite sequene ha1; : : : ; aniof elements in � is alled string and it is denoted by w = a1 � � � an for short.The empty string of length zero is ". The set of all strings is denoted by �� andlet �+ = �� nf"g. For string w, if w = ��, then the strings � and � are alleda pre�x and a (suÆx) of w, respetively. For a string s, we denote by s[i℄ with1 � i � jsj the i-th symbol of s, where jsj is the length of s.For an HTML �le, the HTML trees are the ordered node-labeled trees de�nedas follows. For eah tree T , the set of all nodes of T is a �nite subset of IN , wherethe 0 is the root. A node is alled a leaf if it has no hild and otherwise alledan internal node. If nodes n;m 2 IN have the same parent, then n and m aresiblings . A sequene hn1; : : : ; nki of nodes of T is alled a path if n1 is the rootand ni is the parent of ni+1 for all i = 1; : : : ; k� 1. For a path p = hn1; : : : ; nki,the number k is alled the length of p and the node nk is alled the tail of p.With eah node n, the pair NL(n) = hN(n); V (n)i, alled the node label ofn, is attahed, where N(n) and V (n) are strings alled the node name and nodevalue, respetively. If N(n) 2 �+ and V (n) = ", then the node n is alled theelement node and the string N(n) is alled the tag . If N(n) = ℄T ext for thereserved string ℄T ext and V (n) 2 �+, then n is alled the text node and theV (n) alled the text value. We assume that every node n 2 IN is ategorized tothe element node or text node. 3



If a page P ontains a beginning tag of the form <tag> and P ontains noending tag orresponding to it. Then, the tag <tag> is alled an empty tag inP . If a page P ontains a string of the form t1 �w � t2 suh that t1; t2 are eitherbeginning or ending tags and w is a string not ontaining any tag, then thestring w is alled a text in P .An HTML �le is alled a page. A page P orresponds to an ordered labeledtree. For the simpliity, we assume that the P ontains no omments, whih isany string beginning the string <!- and ending the string ->.De�nition 1 For a page P , we de�ne the HTML tree Pt reursively as follows.1. If P ontains an empty tag of the form <tag>, then Pt has the elementnode n suh that it is a leaf of P , N(n) = tag, and V (n) = ".2. If P ontains a text w, then Pt has the text node n suh that it is a leafP , N(n) = ℄T ext, V (n) = w.3. If P ontains a string of the form <tag>s</tag> for a string s 2 ��,then Pt has the subtree n(n1; : : : ; nk), where N(n) = tag, V (n) = " andn1; : : : ; nk are the roots of the trees t1; : : : ; tk whih are obtained from thew by reursively applying the above 1, 2 and 3.Next we de�ne the funtions to get the node names, node values, and HTMLattributes from given nodes and HTML trees de�ned above. These funtionsare useful to explain the algorithms in the next setion. These funtions returnthe values indiated below and return null if suh values do not exist.� Parent(n): The parent of the node n 2 IN .� ChildNodes(n): The sequene of all hildren of n.� Name(n): The node name N(n) of n.� V alue(n): The onatenation V (n1) � � �V (nk) of all values of the leavesn1; : : : ; nk of the subtree rooted at n in the left-to-right order.Reall that V (n) is not empty only if n is text node. Thus, V alue(n) is equalto the onatenation of values of all text nodes below n. Let Pt be an HTMLtree for a page P and let N = f0; : : : ; ng be the set of nodes in Pt. For nodesi; j 2 N , if there is a sequene pi;j = hi1; : : : ; iki of nodes in N suh that i1 = i,ik = j, and i` = Parent(i`+1) for all 1 � ` � k � 1, then the pi;j is alled thepath from i to j. If i is the root, then pi;j is denoted by pj for short. For eahpath p = hi1; : : : ; iki of Pt, we also de�ne the following useful notations.� Name(p): The sequene hName(i1); : : : ; Name(ik)i.� V alue(p): V (nk). 4



De�nition 2 Let Pt be an HTML tree over the set N of nodes. Let p =hi1; : : : ; ini be a path of Pt and let Namet = fName(n) j n 2 Ng. A sequene� = hname1; : : : ; namemi, (namei 2 Namet) is alled a path expression overNamet. It is alled that the � mathes with the p if there exists a subsequenej1; : : : ; jm of p suh that Name(j`) = name` for all 1 � ` � m.In the next setion, we de�ne a measure of the mathing of the path expres-sions with the paths of HTML trees. We also de�ne the �nding problem of apath expression to maximize the measure.3 Mining HTML textsIn this setion we �rst de�ne the problem to �nd an expression, alled an as-soiation pattern, for �ltering semistrutured texts. The pattern is a pair of aword-assoiation pattern and a path expression. The semantis of the patternsis de�ned by the mathing semantis of the word-assoiation patterns and thepath expressions.3.1 The problemA word-assoiation pattern [1℄ � over � is a pair � = (p1; : : : ; pd; k) of a �nitesequene of strings in �� and a parameter k alled proximity whih is either anonnegative integer or in�nity. A word-assoiation pattern � mathes a strings 2 �� if there exists a sequene i1; : : : ; id of integers suh that every pj in �ours in s at the position ij and 0 � ij+1 � ij � k for all 1 � j < d � 1. Thenotion (d; k)-pattern refers to a d-word k-proximity word-assoiation pattern(p1; : : : ; pd; k).Let S = fs1; : : : ; smg be a �nite set of strings �� and let  be a labelingfuntion  : S ! f0; 1g. Then, for a string s 2 S, we say that a word-assoiationpattern � agrees with  on s if � mathes s i�  (s) = 1.Given (�; S;  ; d; k) of an alphabet �, a �nite set S � �� of strings, alabeling funtion  : S ! f0; 1g, and positive integers d and k, the problemMax Agreement by (d; k)-Pattern [1℄ is to �nd a (d; k)-pattern � suh thatit maximizes the agreement of  , i.e., the number of strings in S on whih �agrees with  .De�nition 3 An assoiation path is an expression of the form pe#�, where the� is a path expression suh that its tail is ℄T ext, the � is a word-assoiationpattern, and the # is the speial symbol not belonging to any � and �. Letp = �#� be an assoiation pattern and p0 be a path in a tree. It is said thatthe p mathes the p0 if � mathes p0 and � mathes V alue(p0).For a �nite set T of HTML trees, letTextT = fhName(p); V alue(p)i j p is a path of t 2 T , V alue(p) 6= "g5



The intuitive meaning of p appearing in TextT is a path p of an HTML treesuh that the tail of p is a text node. Let NameT be the set of Name(p) andlet V alueT be the set of V alue(p) in TextT .De�nition 4 Assoiation PathAn instane is (�; T extT ;  ; d; k) of an alphabet �, a set TextT of pairs fora �nite set T of HTML trees, a labeling funtion  : V alueT ! f0; 1g, andpositive integers d; k. A solution is an assoiation path �#�. The string� is a (d; k)-pattern for a solution of the max agreement problem for input(�; V alueT ;  ; d; k). The string � is a (d; k)-pattern for a solution of the maxagreement problem for input (�; NameT ;  0; d; k), where  is de�ned by  0(Name(p)) =1 i�  (V alue(p)) = 1. The goal of the problem is to maximize the sum of theagreements of  and  0 over all assoiation paths �#�.3.2 The algorithmTo �nd assoiation paths, the data of HTML texts are transformed to pathexpressions as follows. Given a large set S of HTML texts, it is divided intotwo disjoint sets S1 and S2 by a labeling funtion. The labeling funtion isonsidered as a keyword or phrase by a user, i.e., any text in S is labeled by 1if it ontains the keyword and labeled by 0 otherwise. Next all texts in S1 andS2 are parsed to HTML trees and let Pos be the set all paths from S1 and Negbe the set of all paths from S2. Figure 1 shows the proess of our algorithmbriey. Figure 1: The proess of mining algorithm.

Then, the mining algorithm is desribed as follows.Algorithm Path-Find(�; T ext;  ; d; k)/* Input: a set of HTML pages P over �, a labeling funtion  , non negativeintegers d; k *//* Output: a solution of Assoiation Path for the input*/6



1. Let P1 be the set of all pages in P labeled by 1 and let P2 = P n P1. Forthe set T1 of HTML trees of P1, ompute the set Pos of all paths of treesin P1 and the set Neg of all paths of all trees in P2.2. Let Pos = fpi j 1 � i � mg and Neg = fqj j 1 � j � ng (m;n � 0).Compute the sets NamePos = fName(p) j p 2 Posg,V aluePos = fV alue(p) j p 2 Posg, NameNeg = fName(q) j q 2 Negg,and V alueNeg = fV alue(q) j q 2 Negg.3. Find a (d; k)-pattern � of the max agreement problem forhV aluePos; V alueNegi, and �nd a (d; k)-pattern � of the max agreementproblem for hNamePos; NameNegi.4. Output the pattern �#� whih maximizes the sum of the agreement of� and �.We estimate the running time of the Path-Find. This algorithm �nds anassoiation path for only the paths whose tails are the text nodes, i.e., the pathsof the form p = hn1; : : : ; nki, the ni (1 � i � k � 1) is an element node and thenk is a text node. Thus, for suh paths p, we regard the mining problem as theproblem to �nd two phrases � from the strings Name(p) and � from the stringsV alue(p) for onstant parameters d of the number of phrases of texts and k ofthe distane of phrases.If the maximum number of phrases in a pattern is bounded by a onstant dthen the max agreement problem for (d; k)-patterns is solvable by Enumerate-San algorithm [19℄, a modi�ation of a naive generate-and-test algorithm, inO(nd+1) time and O(nd) sans although it is still too slow to apply real worldproblems.Adopting the framework of optimized pattern disovery, we have developedan eÆient algorithm, alled Split-Merge [1℄, that �nds all the optimal patternsfor the lass of (d; k)-patterns for various statistial measures inluding thelassi�ation error and information entropy.The algorithm quikly searhes the hypothesis spae using dynami reon-strution of the ontent index, alled a suÆx array with ombining severaltehniques from omputational geometry and string algorithms.We showed that the Split-Merge algorithm runs in almost linear time inaverage, more preisely in O(kd�1N(logN)d+1) time using O(kd�1N) spae fornearly random texts of size N [1℄. We also show that the problem to �nd oneof the best phrase patterns with arbitrarily many strings is MAX SNP-hard [1℄.Thus, we see that there is no eÆient approximation algorithm with arbitrarysmall error for the problem when the number d of phrases is unbounded.
7



4 Experimental resultsIn this setion, we show the experimental results. The text data is a olletionfrom the ResearhIndex 1 whih is a sienti� literature digital library. A pos-itive data is the set Pos of HTML pages ontaining the keyword \TSP" anda negative data is the set Neg of HTML pages ontaining the keyword \NP".The set Neg onsists of many topis of omputational omplexity problems andPos is onerned with one of the most popular NP-hard problems TravellingSalesman Problem not properly ontained in Neg. The aim of this experimentis to �nd an assoiation path whih haraterizes TSP with NP.By this experiment on the olletion of 8:4MB, the algorithm Path-Find�nds the best 600 patterns at the entropy measure in seonds for d = 2 and threeminutes for d = 3 with k = 10 words using 200 mega-bytes of main memory onIBM PC (PentiumIII 600 MHz, g++ on Windows98). The following �gure isthe result.Figure 2: The assoiation paths found in the experiments, whih haraterizethe Web pages on the TSP problem from these on NP-optimization problm.The parameters are (2; 10) for (d; k), where � is a path and � is a phrase.Rank Assoiation path �#�5 < i font p body html> # <tsp >38 < i font p body html> # <for the >90 < i font p body html> # <the tsp >171 < i font p body html> # <loal searh >213 < i font p body html> # <traveling >276 < i font p body html> # <tsp and other >394 < i font p body html> # <eulidean tsp >455 < i font p body html> # <other geometri problems >552 < i > # <approximation shemes for eulidean >Our system found several interesting assoiation paths whih may be diÆultfor human user to �nd by inspetion. The phrase \loal searh" in Rank 171indiates the loal searh heuristis for TSP suh as [14℄. In this path, thetag <i> and <font> (font style and size) in the left hand side indiates the1http://iteseer.nj.ne.om/ 8



importane of the phrase <loal searh> in the right hand side. The phrase\tsp and other" in Rank 276 is a substring of the title of the outstanding paperwritten by Arora [2℄ in 1996 on the approximation algorithm for EulideanTSP. The eulidean graph is an important geometri struture to onstrut anapproximation algorithm for TSP. These keywords appear in Rank 394, 455,and 552, respetively.Finally, we show other experimental results. The positive sample is a setof HTML pages ontaining the keyword \DNA" and the negative sample is thesame to above experiment. By this experiment on the olletion of 9:3MB,the algorithm �nds the best 600 patterns at the entropy measure in seondsfor d = 2 with k = 10. The result is shown in Figure 3. Our system foundfew of assoiation paths ontaining interesting keywords like \sequene" \om-puter" and \moleular". In this result, several paths ontaining the aner tag.Unfortunately, interesting keywords are not found in suh paths.Figure 3: Other result of the experiments for the DNA from NP-optimizationproblem. The parameters are also (2; 10) for (d; k), where � is a path and � isa phrase.Rank Assoiation path �#�23 <a > # <dna >136 <i font p body html > # <dna sequenes >199 <i font p body html > # <moleular >360 <i font p body html > # <omputer >395 <a > # <omputation >444 <a body html > # <omputing >5 ConlusionWe introdued a new method for mining from HTML texts and present an al-gorithm to �nd an assoiation rule whih is a pair of assoiation patterns overtag sequenes and text sequenes. By experiments on HTML data of sien-ti� literature, the algorithm found interesting assoiation paths from positiveand negative examples on the traveling salesman problem and the other NPoptimization problems.Referenes[1℄ Shimozono, S., Arimura, H., and Arikawa, S. EÆient disovery of op-timal word-assoiation patterns in large text databases. New GenerationComputing 18:49-60, 2000. 9
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